Introduction {#S0001}
============

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a globally epidemic metabolic disorder with a global prevalence of 8.4%, with the highest levels (9.2%) reported in the Middle East region. This high prevalence is expected to continue rising in the future.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] Despite the availability of many DM types, type 2 DM (T2DM) is the commonest type as it accounts for 90% cases.[@CIT0003] T2DM is characterized by hyperglycemia due to insulin resistance and defective insulin secretion.[@CIT0004] Inadequate glycemic control can increase the risk of DM complications[@CIT0004] and lower patient quality of life.[@CIT0005] Therefore, poorly controlled DM can pose a considerable economic burden not only to patients but also to the society.[@CIT0006] This economic burden is prominent in the Middle East (ME) countries reaching 1.3% of the regional gross domestic product.[@CIT0006] Successful reduction of DM related health costs can be achieved through maintaining effective glycemic control.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] Accordingly, better glycemic control is an important target of DM management. Unfortunately, poor glycemic control is a common problem among patients living in the ME region.[@CIT0009] According to the last report of the American Diabetes Association (ADA) and the European Association for the Study of Diabetes (EASD), hyperglycemia cannot be well controlled by anti-diabetic medications alone, instead treatment of hyperglycemia can be accomplished through patient-centered DM care.[@CIT0010] Unfortunately, there are many barriers to optimal diabetes care for patients in ME countries including patients' lifestyles and lack of patient education.[@CIT0011] DM self-management education (DSME) and support is a crucial part of establishing and implementing the principles of diabetes care.[@CIT0010]

Many reviews were conducted to evaluate the benefits of DSME programs for T2DM patients in developed[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] and developing countries;[@CIT0014] however, only one review study was conducted specifically to assess the benefits of such programs for patients living in ME countries and was focusing on T1DM patients[@CIT0015] while no review study was conducted on T2DM patients. Therefore, this study aimed to review the effectiveness and factors affecting the success of DSME programs in T2DM patients living in ME countries.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

Search Strategy {#S0002-S2001}
---------------

An extended literature review using the electronic databases of Google Scholar and PubMed was conducted for 2 months starting from the end days of August 2017 based on the following sets of keywords: "diabetes self-management education", "diabetes self-management educational program evaluation", "diabetes self-care education", "pharmacist-led diabetes self-management education" and "nurse-led diabetes self-management education".

Inclusion Criteria and Study Selection {#S0002-S2002}
--------------------------------------

Articles published in English during the last 10 years between 1st January 2007 and 1st September 2017, which focus on the effect of DM self-management education among adult (18--99 years) patients with type 2 DM who live in any Middle East country, were included in this review study. Only interventional controlled clinical trials (randomized and non-randomized) were included, while reviews and qualitative and observational studies were excluded.

Review Method {#S0002-S2003}
-------------

The main author of this study did a manual review for all titles during the database search. Relevant articles in which their titles imply the presence of DSMEthrough their inclusion of certain words such as education, care, support, and management were retrieved and reviewed. On the other hand, articles were not reviewed if their titles indicate that they had been conducted in a non--Middle East country ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1The PRISMA flow chart of included and excluded studies.

Extraction and Summarizing Methods {#S0002-S2004}
----------------------------------

Information from the included studies was summarized in relation to the country where study was conducted, description of study population, sample size, duration of follow-up, details about DSME program (mode of delivery, education provider, theoretical bases, frequency and duration of the educational sessions), and the follow-up time, besides the parameters used during assessment, results, and conclusions. For this review, all data about the clinical outcome were presented as mean±standard deviation. Some studies present their results using a mean and confidence interval; for these studies, the standard deviation was calculated from the confidence interval based on the Cochrane method.[@CIT0016]

Risk of Bias Assessment {#S0002-S2005}
-----------------------

All the included studies were assessed for the presence of any risk of bias using the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool.[@CIT0016]

Sample Size {#S0002-S2006}
-----------

The DSME studies were categorized according to the number of enrolled patients into small sample size studies (with a sample of less than 100), intermediate (100--200) and large (greater than 200).

Characteristics of the DSME Program {#S0002-S2007}
-----------------------------------

### The Provider of DSME {#S0002-S2007-S3001}

DSME was provided by various healthcare professionals including pharmacists, physicians, dietitians, nurses, and DM educators and in some cases by a non-healthcare professional (eg, interested DM patients). To achieve the aim of this study and to know which DSME provider is the best, DSME was classified as being delivered by a team (ie, two or more individuals were involved with the provision of DSME to the study participants), a pharmacist or another single provider (a nurse or trained DM educator).

### Mode of Delivering DSME {#S0002-S2007-S3002}

During face-to-face contact, delivery of DSME was categorized into 3 distinct types: (1) education for a group of patients, (2) education to each patient individually, and (3) a combined education which consists of group education followed by individual education.

Additionally, the DSME programs were also categorized as supported (eg, phone contact and/or written material) and non-supported programs.

Contents and Duration of the DSME Program {#S0002-S2008}
-----------------------------------------

The duration of the DSME program was measured based on the number (frequency) of the provided educational sessions and the contact time of each educational session. For this review, the number of educational sessions was categorized into DSME with many sessions (more than 5 educational sessions) and DSME with few sessions (less than 5 educational sessions).[@CIT0017] The total contact time was calculated by multiplying the frequency of educational sessions with the contact time of each educational session. DSME was categorized based on total contact time as short (less than 4 hrs) or long (more than 4 hrs).[@CIT0018]

Regarding the covered self-management topics, the AADE7 self-care behaviors (diet, medication consumption, exercise, healthy coping with stress, self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG)), resolving problems (such as hypoglycemia and sick days management), and reducing diabetes risks were covered either completely or partially by the included studies; the studies were categorized based on the percent of covered topics into either poor with coverage of less than 50% of AADE7 self-care topics (ie, 3 topics or less) or good with coverage of at least 50% of AADE7 self-care topics (ie, 4 topics or more).[@CIT0019]

Follow-Up Period {#S0002-S2009}
----------------

DSME programs had a wide range of follow-up periods; for this review, DSME studies were categorized according to follow-up period as short (3 months or less), intermediate (\>3-- 6 months) and long (\>6 months).[@CIT0020] Some studies had more than 1 follow-up assessment; however, in this review, the effect of the DSME program will be based on the assessments of the last follow-up period.

Retention rate was categorized based on Cochrane Collaboration criteria into good (retention rate ≥80%) and poor (retention rate \<80%).[@CIT0016]

Effect of DSME on the Clinical Outcomes {#S0002-S2010}
---------------------------------------

The included studies expressed the changes in clinical outcomes (those that can be measured clinically such as glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c), blood glucose level, lipid profile, blood pressure (BP), and body weight) by different ways, including the change between pre- and post-intervention in each study arm, compare post-intervention values between an intervention group (IG) and control group (CG) (after taking into account non-significantly different baseline level), or compare the mean difference between IG and CG. In this review, we evaluated the changes in the clinical outcomes by 2 methods. First, we calculated the percentage of DSME studies that produce a significant improvement in the clinical outcome by including only studies that directly compare follow-up results between IG and CG. Second, we examined the absolute effect (absolute improvement) in clinical outcomes for all the included studies; the absolute change was calculated by measuring the difference in the change (post-study value -- baseline value) between the IG and CG.[@CIT0021] Furthermore, we examined the influence of different factors such as the enrolled sample, characteristics of the DSME, and the follow-up period on the absolute effect of DSME on glycemic control.

Effect of DSME on the Patient-Reported Outcomes {#S0002-S2011}
-----------------------------------------------

The included studies expressed the changes in the patient-reported outcomes (directly reported by the patient who experienced it such as quality of life (QOL), medication adherence, health beliefs, self-efficacy, self-management behavior, knowledge and attitude towards diabetes) by different ways, including the difference between pre and post-intervention in each study arm, comparison of post-intervention (absolute value or proportion of participants achieving the outcome) values between IG and CG, or comparison of the mean difference between IG and CG. Additionally, patient-reported outcomes are usually assessed by a wide variety of questionnaires; therefore, we evaluated the changes in patient-reported outcomes by just calculating the percentage of DSME programs that produce a significant improvement in a patient-reported outcome.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Twelve studies[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0033] were found to be eligible and thus included in this review. The included studies were conducted in five ME countries, 7 in Iran,[@CIT0024],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0029]--[@CIT0032] 2 in Turkey,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0033] 1 in UAE,[@CIT0023] 1 in Jordan[@CIT0025] and 1 in Qatar.[@CIT0028] Heterogeneity was found among the included studies in terms of DSME program characteristics, the enrolled patients, duration of follow-up, assessment methods, and obtained outcomes ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Because of this heterogeneity, it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis. Table 1Characteristics of the Included StudiesStudy DetailsStudy DesignEnrolled PatientsDemographic CharacteristicsEnrolled Patients (IG/CG)Patients That Completed The Study (IG/CG)ORR(%)Follow Up Period (months)DSME characteristicsAssessed Clinical Parameters (N)Assessed Patient-Reported Parameters (N)Educational Sessions, N (duration)Covered Self-Care Topics (N)DSME ProviderMode Of Delivering DSMESupporting StrategyTheory-BasedMollaoğlu et al 2007, Turkey[@CIT0022]RCTT2DM aged 18--65 years who are able to readNon-significant difference between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, marital status, and educational level50 (25/25)\*50 (25/25)10023 sessions (30-40 min each session)Diet, exercise, medication, and SMBG(4)NurseIndividuallyEducational brochureNoneHbA1c, PPBG, FBG, T-Chol, LDL-C, HDL-C, TG(7)None (0)Al Mazroui et al 2009, UAE[@CIT0023]RCTT2DM patients on oral anti-diabetic agentsNon-significant difference between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, duration of DM and family history of DM240 (120/120)\*234(117/117)97.5121 session (unknown period)Medications, exercise, SMBG, and reducing risk (smoking cessation)(4)PharmacistIndividuallyPrinted leafletNoneHbA1c, FBG, SBP, DBP, T-chol, LDL-c, HDL-C, TG, BMI, and CHD risk(10)Medication adherence, knowledge, quality of life(3)Faresi et al 2011, Iran[@CIT0024]RCTT2DM patients with uncontrolled hyperglycemia (HbA1c \> 7%) and the ability to read and writeNon-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, duration of DM, type of DM treatment, educational level, and in presence of co-morbid diseases174 (87/87)\*174 (87/87)10032 sessions (unknown period)Diet, exercise, and medications(3)PharmacistIndividuallyPhone callNoneHbA1c and FBG(2)None (0)Jarab et al 2012, Jordan[@CIT0025]RCTT2DM patients already on treatment but with uncontrolled hyperglycemia (HbA1c \>7.5%)Non-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, duration of DM, marital status, monthly income, and educational level171 (85/86)\*156 (77/79)91.2361 session (unknown period)Diet, medication, exercise, SMBG and reducing risk (smoking cessation)(5)PharmacistIndividuallyA phone call and educational booklet (combined)Motivational interviewingHbA1c, FBG, SBP, DBP, T-chol, LDL-c, HDL-C, TG, and BMI(9)Medication adherence, DSM activity, and behavior(2)Jaleh et al 2013, Iran[@CIT0026]RCTT2DM patientsNon-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, marital status, and educational level. A significant difference was found between IG and CG regarding Job-status62 (31/31)\*62 (31/31)10032 sessions (60 mins each)Diet, medication, exercise, and SMBG(4)NurseGroups of patientsA phone call and educational booklet (combined)NoneHbA1c, FBG, PPBG(3)Medication adherence([@CIT0001])Zareban et al 2013, Iran[@CIT0027]QET(QRT)T2DM females 30--60 years with uncontrolled hyperglycemia (Hba1c ≥ 7%)Non-significant difference between patients in IG and CG regarding marital status, smoking, educational level, type of treatment and employment status138 (69/69)\*132 (65/67)95.6535 sessions (unknown period)Diet, exercise, medication, SMBG, and reducing risks (smoking cessation and foot care)([@CIT0005])TeamGroups of patientsPamphlet and training video CDHealth belief modelHbA1c([@CIT0001])DSM behavior, self-efficacy, health beliefs and attitudes towards diabetes([@CIT0004])Mohamed et al 2013, Qatar[@CIT0028]RCTArabic-speaking adult patients with T2DMNon-significant difference between patients in IG and CG regarding age at diagnosis, duration of DM, educational level and monthly income. A significant difference was found for age between patients in IG and CG430(215/215)290 (109/181)67.44124 sessions (unknown period)Diet, exercise, and SMBG([@CIT0003])Trained health educatorGroups of(10--20) patientsEducational bookletEmpowermentHbA1c, FBG, DBP, SBP, T-Chol, LDL-C, HDL-C, TG, ACR, and BMI([@CIT0010])Knowledge, DSM behavior, and attitude towards diabetes([@CIT0003])Jahangard-Rafsanjani et al 2015, Iran[@CIT0029]RCTT2DM patients who are using oral hypoglycemic medications and had uncontrolled hyperglycemia (A1C \>7%)Non-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, educational level, duration of DM and number of medications used101 (51/50)\*85 (45/40)84.1655 sessions (each one 30 mins)Diet, exercise, and SMBG([@CIT0003])PharmacistIndividuallyCombined (pamphlet plus phone call)NoneHbA1c, SBP, DBP, and BMI([@CIT0004])Medication adherence and DSM behavior([@CIT0002])Shakibazadeh et al 2015, Iran[@CIT0030]Prospective controlled trialNewly diagnosed people with T2DMNon-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, marital status, duration of DM, educational level, and the mainly used treatment.280 (140/140)276(138/138)98.57218 educational session (2.5 hrs each one)All AADE7 self-care behaviors(7)TeamGroups of patientsPamphlets and brochuresMotivational interviewingHbA1c([@CIT0001])Diabetes knowledge, DSM behavior, self-efficacy, health belief, and attitude towards diabetes(5)Ebrahimi et al 2016, Iran[@CIT0031]RDBCTAdult patients with T2DMNon-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, marital status, occupation, duration of DM and educational level106(53/53)\*103 (50/53)97.1735--7 educational sessions (60--90 mins each)Diet, exercise, medication, and reducing risks (foot care)([@CIT0004])TeamGroups (10 in each group) of patientsNoneEmpowermentHbA1c, FBG, PPBG, T-Chol, LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG(7)None (0)Reisi et al 2017, Iran[@CIT0032]RCTAdults aged 25 years or more with T2DM without severe complicationsNon-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, marital status, duration of DM, and educational level80 (40/40)\*71 (35/36)88.7566 sessions (50--60 mins each session)Diet, exercise, Medications, SMBG, resolving problems (treatment of hypoglycemia), and reducing risk (foot care)([@CIT0006])The provider is not declaredGroups of patients (10--15 patient in each group) then individualizedPhone callSelf-efficacyHbA1c(1)DSM behavior, self-efficacy, and outcome expectation([@CIT0003])Surucu et al 2017, Turkey[@CIT0033]RDBCTT2DM adults (older than 18 years) with at least 6 months history of DM and no physical disabilityNon-significant differences between patients in IG and CG regarding age, gender, marital status, employment, duration of DM, and educational level139 (70/69)\*78 (38/40)56.1263 sessions (each one 1 hr)Not clearNurseGroups[@CIT0005]--[@CIT0010] of patientsNoneOrem's Self-care Deficit NursingHbA1c(1)DSM behavior([@CIT0001])Total1971 (986/985)1711 (817/894)8246485624Average ± SD164.25±108.39 (82.17±54.15/82.08±54.23)142.58±84.43 (68.08±37.53/74.5±48.69)89.72±14.166.83±5.573.83±2.214.36±1.29^\$1^4.67±3.72.67±1.32^\$2^[^1]

Characteristics of the DSME Program {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------------

The frequency of educational sessions varied among the included studies and ranged from 1 to 8 sessions. Seven studies (58.83%) provided the enrolled patients with DSME through a few educational sessions,[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0026],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0033] while DSME through many educational sessions was found in 5 (41.17%) studies.[@CIT0027],[@CIT0029]--[@CIT0032] Meanwhile, the duration of each educational session was mentioned only in 7 (58.83%) studies,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0029]--[@CIT0033] in which the average of one educational session was 66.4 ±39.97 with a range of 30--150 mins. Accordingly, the total contact time of the DSME was short in four (33.33%) studies,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0033] intermediate in two (16.67%) studies,[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032] and long in 1 (8.33%) study.[@CIT0030] The covered topics by the DSME was good in 8 (66.67%) studies,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0027],[@CIT0030]--[@CIT0032] poor in 3 (25%) studies[@CIT0024],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] and not declared in 1 (8.33%) study.[@CIT0033] The main provider of DMSE was a pharmacist in 4 (33.33%) studies,[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0025],[@CIT0029] a nurse in 3 (25%) studies,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0033] a trained DM educator in 1 (8.33%) study,[@CIT0028] and a team in 3 (25%) studies,[@CIT0027],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0031] while the DSME provider was not declared in 1 (8.33%) study[@CIT0032] ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).

DSME was delivered by a face-to-face method in all the included studies. DSME was delivered to groups of 5--20 T2DM patients in 6 (50%) studies,[@CIT0026]--[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0031],[@CIT0033] to each patient individually in 5 (41.67%) studies[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0025],[@CIT0029] and in the last (8.33%) study[@CIT0032] the education was initially group-based then individualized. This face-to-face DSME was supported in 10 (83.33%) studies.[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032] DSME was supported by phone contact in 2 (16.67%) studies,[@CIT0024],[@CIT0032] by written material in 5 (41.67%) studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030] and by a combined support method in 3 (25%) studies[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0029] ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).

Finally, DSME was theory-based only in 7 (58.33%) studies.[@CIT0025],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030]--[@CIT0033] DSME-based theory was motivational interviewing in 2 (16.67%) studies,[@CIT0025],[@CIT0030] empowerment in 2 (16.67%) studies,[@CIT0028],[@CIT0031] health belief model in one (8.33%) study,[@CIT0027] self-efficacy in one (8.33%) study[@CIT0032] and Orem's self-care deficit nursing in one (8.33%) study[@CIT0033] ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).

Follow-Up Period of the DSME Program {#S0003-S2002}
------------------------------------

The follow-up period after a DSME program ranged from 8 weeks to 21 months with an average of 6.83±5.57 months. The follow-up period was short (≤3months) in 5 (41.67%) studies;[@CIT0022],[@CIT0024],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0031] intermediate (\>3 ≤ 6months) in 4 (33.33%) studies;[@CIT0025],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] and long (\>6months) in 3 (25%) studies.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030]

The Enrolled T2DM Patients {#S0003-S2003}
--------------------------

Five (41.67%) studies[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030] assessed the benefits of DSME on T2DM patients with uncontrolled hyperglycemia, and 4 of these studies[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0029] already enrolled patients with HbA1c ≥6.5% while the last one enrolled only newly diagnosed T2DM patients.[@CIT0030] On the other hand, 7 (58.33%) studies enrolled patients without regard to their glycemic control; meanwhile, 2 (16.67%) of these 7 studies[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] enrolled patients without DM complications or disabilities, and other 2 (16.67%) studies were designed for patients on oral antidiabetic agents.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0029]

A total of 1971 \[986 in the IGvs.985 in the CG\] with a range of 50--430 (25--215 in both IG and CG) and an average of 164.25±108.39 T2DM patients (83±54.03 in IG vs.82.92± 54.09 in CG) were enrolled in the included studies; however, the number of enrolled patients was based on sample size calculation in only 9 studies.[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0027],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0031]--[@CIT0033] A total of 1711 (817 in IG vs.894 in CG) with a range of 50--290 (IG: 25--138; CG: 25--181) and an average of 142.58±84.43 (68.08±37.53 in IG vs.74.5±48.69 in CG) T2DM patients had completed the clinical trials. This leads to a retention rate of about 89.72% (87.98% in IG vs.91.43% in CG), in which 10 (83.3%) of the included studies had a good retention rate ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).

Risk of Bias {#S0003-S2004}
------------

Seven (58.33%) of the included studies had poor quality in which most of these studies had a high risk of bias because of the non-blinding of participants and personnel. Details are given in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. Table 2Assessment of Bias Risk in the Included StudiesStudy Reference NumberRandom Sequence GenerationAllocation ConcealmentBlinding Of Participants And PersonnelBlinding Of Outcome AssessmentIncomplete Outcome DataSelective ReportingOther BiasStudy Quality22UnclearUnclearlowlowlowLowLowFair23lowLowhighlowlowLowLowFair24UnclearUnclearhighunclearLowLowHigh (not compare the statistical difference in the effect between IG and CG)Poor25LowUnclearHighUnclearLowLowLowPoor26UnclearUnclearHighUnclearLowLowLowPoor27HighUnclearHighLowLowLowLowPoor28LowUnclearUnclearUnclearHighLowHigh (significant difference in the baseline level of lipid profile and BMI between IG and CG).Poor29LowLowHighLowLowLowLowFair30HighLowLowUnclearLowLowLowPoor31LowLowUnclearLowLowLowLowFair32LowLowHighUnclearLowLowLowPoor33LowHighLowLowLowLowLowFair

Effect of DSME Programs on the Clinical Outcomes {#S0003-S2005}
------------------------------------------------

All of the included studies assessed the effect of DSME on at least one clinical outcome. They assessed a wide variety of clinical outcomes with an average of 4.67±3.7 and a range of 1--10 clinical outcomes. Four (33.33%) studies[@CIT0027],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] assessed a single clinical outcome, three (25%) studies[@CIT0024],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0029] assessed 2--5 clinical outcomes, while 5 (41.67%) studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0031] assessed more than 5 clinical outcomes ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).

The Effect of DSME on HbA1c {#S0003-S2006}
---------------------------

Twelve (100%) studies assessed the effect of DSME on HbA1c.[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0033] Eight (66.67%) of these studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0024],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] performed a statistical comparison between pre- and post-study HbA1c value in each study arm, in which a statistically significant improvement was evident in the IG of all (100%) of these 8 studies, while it was evident in CG in 1 (12.5%) study only.[@CIT0029] On the other hand, 10 studies (83.33%)[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0028]--[@CIT0033] assessed the effect of DSME on HbA1c by doing a statistical comparison between IG and CG, in which 8 (80%) of these studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030]--[@CIT0032] showed a statistically significant improvement in HbA1c in IG compared to CG. The mean change of HbA1c after the DSME program in IG was −1.15%±0.55 with a range of (−0.33 to −2%), while the mean change in the CG was −0.08%±0.18 with a range of (+0.1 to −0.52%) ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). The absolute effect of DSME on HbA1c was −1.05%±0.58 with a range of (−0.18 to −1.9%); this effect will be higher if we exclude data from studies with non-significant results ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}). Table 3The Effect of DSME on Glycosylated HemoglobinParameter/Study Reference NumberBaselinePost-InterventionChangeAbsolute EffectIGCGIGCGIGCG229.5±1.79.7±1.67.5±1.3\*9.6±1.6\*^\#^−2\*\*−0.1−1.9238.5±1.068.4±1.066.9±1.05^\$^8.3±1.05^\$^−1.6\*\*−0.1−1.5249.3±1.78.9±1.17.5±1.6\*9±1.2\*^\#^−1.8^\$^+0.1^\$^−1.9258.5±7.228.4±7.75----−0.8\*\*0.1−0.9269.7+1.49.7+1.58.3±1.3\*9.6±1.4\*^\#^−1.4\*\*−0.1−1.3279.71±1.819.04±1.548.3 ±1.17\*9.06±1.52\*^\#^−1.41^\$^+0.02^\$^−1.43288.67±1.58.61±2.97.87±1.38^\$^8.42±1.99^\$^−0.8\*\*−0.19−0.61297.63±1.67.52±1.96.6±1.5\*7±1.7\*−1.03\*\*^\#^−0.52−0.51309.2±2.58.8+2.28.1±1.6\*8.9±2.2\*^\#^−1.1\*\*+0.1−1.2317.75 ± 1.298.61± 1.55------\*\*--−0.86±0.28\*\*328.4±1.068.46±1.088.07±1.16\*8.49±1.03\*^\#^−0.33\*\*^\#^+0.03−0.36337.85±1.737.68±1.647.47±1.51\*7.48±1.42\*^\#^−0.38\*\*^\#^−0.2−0.18Mean±SD−1.15±0.55^\^^−0.08±0.18^\^^−1.05±0.58[^2] Table 4The Absolute Effect of DSME Program on Different Clinical ParametersLab dataNo. Of Included StudiesAbsolute Effect For All Included Studies (range)Number Of Studies That did A Statistical Comparison Between IG And CGNumber Of Studies With A Statistically Significant Difference Between IG And CG (Percent)Absolute Effect For Studies That Show A Statistically Significant Difference Between IG And CG (range)HbA1c12−1.05±0.58 (−0.18 to −1.9)108 (80%)−1.08±0.50 (−0.36 to −1.9)FBG7−26.99±16.73 (−10.1 to −57.6)66 (100%)−27.11±18.33 (−10.1 to −57.6)Non- FBG3−44.44±10.52 (−32.41 to −51.9)22 (100%)−42.16±13.78 (−32.41 to −51.9)T-Chol5−23.31±8.83 (−13.3 to −32.48)54 (80%)−25.37±8.71 (−13.3 to −32.48)LDL-C5−17.74±14.67 (+3.5 to −34.21)52 (40%)−23.98±1.10 (−23.2 to −24.75)HDL-C52.78±4.94 (−5.8 to +6.92)53 (60%)5.27±1.44 (+4.26 to 6.92)TG5−38.16±19.24 (−11.65 to −62)54 (80%)−44.79±14.17 (−27 to −62)SBP4−2.05±4.24 (3 to −6.9)41 (25%)−6.9DBP4−4.5±5.4 (+1.8 to -9.1)42 (50%)−9±0.14 (−8.9 to −9.1)BMI4−0.62±0.22 (−0.4 to −0.9)32 (66.67%)−0.45±0.07 (−0.4 to −0.5)[^3]

Effect of DSME on Fasting Blood Glucose {#S0003-S2007}
---------------------------------------

Seven (58.33%) studies[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0026],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0031] assessed the effect of DSME on FBG. Only 2 (28.57%) studies[@CIT0024],[@CIT0026] performed a statistical comparison between pre- and post-study FBG values in each study arm. A statistically significant improvement was evident in the IG of all (100%) of these studies, while it was evident only in 1 (50%) study[@CIT0026] in the CG. On the other hand, 6 studies (85.71%)[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0031] assessed the effect of DSME on FBG by doing a statistical comparison between IG and CG, where all (100%) of these studies showed a statistically significant improvement in IG compared to CG. Collectively, the mean change (improvement) in the FBG after DSME within IG was −38.49 ±10.35mg/dL with a range of (−24.66 to −54.9mg/dL) which was higher than that in the CG −10.64±16.44 mg/dL with a range of (+16.2 to −31.1mg/dL) ([Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}). The absolute effect of DSME on FBG is −26.99±16.73 mg/dL with a range of (−10.1 to −57.6mg/dl) ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}).Table 5The Effect of DSME on Fasting and Nonfasting Blood Glucose LevelParameterFBGNon-FBG (PPBG Or RBG)BaselinePost-InterventionChangeAbsolute EffectBaselinePost-InterventionChangeAbsolute EffectStudy Reference NumberIGCGIGCGIGCGIGCGIGCGIGCG22178.3 ± 81.7199.2 ± 77.6137.1±41.8^\$^168.1±62.9^\$^−41.2\*\*−31.1−10.1263.6±67.8266.1±71181±40.3^\$^235.4±62.7−82.6\*\*−30.7−51.923194.94±52.54184.68±42.03140.04±26.41^\$^170.64±41.03^\$^−54.9\*\*−14.04−40.86--------------24176.6±57.5170.4±60.6145.8±50\*165.9±54.8\*^\#^−30.8^\$^−4.5^\$^−26.3--------------25225±195.14210.6±372.06----−41.4\*\*+16.2−57.6--------------26182±51.9212±63.9144±40\*189±48\*−38\*\*−23−15288±85.4273±90.1222±73\*256±100−66\*\*−17−4928170.82±59.4170.1±75.6146.16±49.86^\$^162.72±64.08^\$^−24.66\*\*−7.38−17.28--------------31175.68 ± 31.67197.47 ± 42.13------\*\*--−21.79±7.38\*\*279.7± 52.63312± 54.98------\*\*--−32.41Mean±SD−38.49±10.35−10.64±16.44−26.99±16.73−74.3±11.74−23.85±9.69−44.44±10.52[^4]

Effect of DSME on Non-Fasting Blood Glucose {#S0003-S2008}
-------------------------------------------

The effect of DSME on non-FBG (NFBG) was assessed in 3 (25%) studies;[@CIT0022],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0031] one study assessed random blood glucose (RBG)[@CIT0031] and 2 studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0026] assessed postprandial blood glucose (PPBG). All the 3 studies (100%) assessed the effect of DSME on NFBG by doing a statistical comparison between IG and CG; they reported a statistically significant improvement in IG compared to CG. On the other hand, only one (33.33%) study[@CIT0026] did a statistical comparison between pre- and post-study NFBG values in each study arm, and a statistically significant improvement was evident only the IG. The mean improvement of NFBG after DSME in IG was −74.3 ± 11.74 mg/dL with a range of (−66 to −82.6mg/dL), while the mean improvement in the CG was −23.85±9.69mg/dL with a range of (−17 to −24.7mg/dL) ([Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}). The absolute effect of DSME on NFBG was −44.44±10.52mg/dL ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}).

The Effect of DSME on the Lipid Profile {#S0003-S2009}
---------------------------------------

The effect of DSME on the lipid profile \[total cholesterol (T-Chol), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), and triglyceride (TG)\] was assessed in 5 (41.67%) studies.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0031] All of these 5 (100%) studies assessed the effect of DSME on lipid profile by statistical comparison between IG and CG. Four (80%) of these studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0031] showed a statistically significant improvement in T-Choland TG of patients in IG compared to CG after DSME program; meanwhile, only 3 (60%)[@CIT0024],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0031] and 2 (40%)[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025] of these studies showed a statistically significant improvement in HDL-C and LDL-C, respectively.

The mean improvement in lipid profile after DSME was higher in patients in IG compared to CG \[T-Chol: −24.58±7.5mg/dL (−13.6 to −30.55) vs. −1.68±7.15mg/dL (+3.8 to −12.11)\], \[LDL-C: −16.93±6.99mg/dL (−7 to −23.2) vs. −3.3±7.11mg/dL (+5.03 to −10.5)\], \[HDL-C: 2.82±6.0 mg/dL (−5.8 to +8.12) vs.1.07±1.63 mg/dL (0 to +3.49)\], and \[TG: −24.77±17.28 mg/dL (−3.4 to −44.29) vs. +12.47±14.56 mg/dL (24.5 to −8.7)\] ([Table 6](#T0006){ref-type="table"}). The absolute effect of DSME on T-Chol was −26.65±12.06 mg/dL, LDL-C was −17.74±14.67mg/dL, HDL-C was 2.78±4.94 mg/dL and TG was −38.16±19.24 mg/dL ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}). Table 6The Effect of DSME Program on Lipid ProfileParameter/Study Reference Number2223252831Mean±SDT-CholBaselineIG180.6±38.7203.4±40.02181.75±172.62207.7±37.51^!^--CG190±52203.79±41.05181.75±149.87186.8±39.01^!^--Post-interventionIG167±31.9^\$^172.85±29.38^\$^--180.59±37.9^\$^159.38±56.43^\$^CG189.7±43.1^\$^205.72±40.53^\$^--174.79±35.58^\$^184.13±59.61^\$^ChangeIG−13.6\*\*−30.55\*\*−27.07\*\*−27.11\*\*^\#^--−24.58±7.5^&^CG−0.31.933.87−12.01--−1.63±7.13^&^Absolute effect−13.3−32.48−30.94−15.1−41.42+11.87\*\*−26.65±12.06LDL-CBaselineIG114.6±41.8137.28±37.9781.21±172.62134.96±24.36^!^--CG97.9±29.3134.57±33.8685.07±183.17121.42±2.32^!^--Post-interventionIG107.6±36.6^\$^117.56±24.32^\$^--117.17±24.36^\$^142.32 ± 47.71^\$^CG87.4±24.7^\$^139.6±34.45^\$^--113.69±23.2^\$^166.53± 52.84^\$^ChangeIG−7−19.72\*\*−23.2\*\*−17.79\*\*^\#^--−16.93±6.99 ^&^CG−10.5\*\*5.030.00−7.73--−3.3±7.11^&^Absolute effect+3.5−24.75−23.2−10.06−34.21+9.94\*\*^\#^−17.74±14.67HDL-CBaselineIG44.1±12.846.4±9.2450.27±123.352.2±10.82--CG45±11.946.02±11.2950.27±58.2850.65±10.44--Post-interventionIG48.4±10.4^\$^51.04±11.15^\$^--60.32±10.83^\$^49.9 ± 9.35^\$^CG45.4±13.1^\$^46.4±11.15^\$^--54.14±11.12^\$^42.98± 9.76^\$^ChangeIG4.3\*\*^\#^4.64\*\*−5.8\*\*^\#^8.12\*\*--2.82±6.0^&^CG0.40.380.003.49--1.07±1.63^&^Absolute effect3.94.26−5.84.636.92±1.88\*\*2.78±4.94TGBaselineIG149±69.8141.72±65.81168.29±508.34156.78±28.34^!^--CG147.4±49.9137.29±56.41177.15±476.75140.71±29.23^!^--Post-interventionIG145.6 ±40.5^\$^110.72±37.13^\$^--136.4±28.34^\$^166.5±52.01^\$^CG171.9±47.6154.12±37.13^\$^--131.98±26.57^\$^207.92±66.99^\$^ChangeIG−3.4\*\*−31\*\*−44.29\*\*−20.38\*\*^\#^--−24.77±17.28^&^CG+24.516.8317.71−8.73--12.58±14.61^&^Absolute effect−27.9−47.83−62−11.65−41.42±11.87\*\*−38.16±19.24[^5]

The Effect of DSME on Blood Pressure {#S0003-S2010}
------------------------------------

Four (33.33%) studies[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] assessed the effect of DSME on blood pressure (BP). All of these (100%) studies assessed the effect of DSME on BP by a statistical comparison between IG and CG; where 1 (25%)[@CIT0025] and 2 (50%)[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025] of these studies showed a statistically significant improvement in systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP), respectively, for patients in IG compared to those in CG. The mean change in SBP and DBP of the IG was −2.6±2.96 mmHg (+0.8 to −5.8) and −4.55±4.26 mmHg (+0.5 to −8.9), respectively; meanwhile, the mean change in the CG for SBP and DBP was −0.55±1.35mmHg (+1.1 to −2.2), and −0.05±1.39 mmHg (+1.8 to −1.3), respectively ([Table 7](#T0007){ref-type="table"}). The absolute effect of DSME on SBP was −2.05±4.24 mmHg and on DBP was −4.5±5.4 mmHg ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}).Table 7Effect of DSME Program on Blood Pressure and Body Mass IndexParameter/Study Reference Number23252829Mean ±SDSBPBaselineIG131.4±17.51132±44.64137.3±12.86132±17.6CG132.6±19.11134±40.91136.0±12.72136.4±19.7Post-interventionIG127.2±14.94^\$--^136.1±12.53^\$^132.8±17.6\*^\#^CG132.1±11.27^\$--^135.4±12.3^\$^134.2±18.7\*^\#^ChangeIG−4.2\*\*−5.8\*\*−1.2\*\*^\#^+0.8\*\*^\#^−2.6±2.96CG−0.5+1.1−0.6−2.2−0.55±1.35Absolute effect−3.7−6.9−0.6+3.0−2.05±4.24DBPBaselineIG85.2±8.7685±46.7785.2±13.3481.7±9.9CG83.9±10.0885±17.2282.1±13.4883.3±11.6Post-interventionIG76.3±7.34^\$--^82.5±12.96^\$^82.2±9.7\*^\#^CG84.1±8.91^\$--^81.2±13.5^\$^82±11.8\*^\#^ChangeIG−8.9\*\*−7.1\*\*−2.7\*\*^\#^+0.5\*\*^\#^−4.55±4.26CG+0.2+1.8−0.9−1.3−0.05±1.39Absolute effect−9.1−8.9−1.8+1.8−4.5±5.4BMIBaselineIG28.34±4.1932.4±39.1134.8±5.41^!^29.3±4.8CG27.98±4.732.8±1.5132.7±3.05^!^29.4±4Post-interventionIG27.69±3.8\*^--^34.4±5.27^\$^29.1±4.8\*CG27.99±4.4\*^\#--^32.7±3.33^\$^29.7±4.2\*^\#^ChangeIG−0.65−0.5\*\*^\#^−0.4\*\*−0.2\*\*−0.44±0.19CG+0.01+0.40+0.3+0.18±0.2Absolute effect−0.66−0.9−0.4−0.5−0.62±0.22[^6]

The Effect of DSME on Body Mass Index {#S0003-S2011}
-------------------------------------

Four (33.33%) studies[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] assessed the effect of DSME on body mass index (BMI); three (75%) of these studies[@CIT0025],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] assessed the effect of DSME on BMI by doing a statistical comparison between IG and CG, in which 2 (66.67%) studies[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] showed a statistically significant improvement in BMI for patients in the IG compared to those in CG. On the other hand, only one study[@CIT0023] performed a direct comparison between pre- and post-BMI values in each study arm, in which only patients in the IG showed a significant improvement post-DSME. The mean improvement of BMI in the IG was −0.44±0.19kg/m^2^ (−0.2 to −0.65), while the mean change in the CG for BMI was +0.18±0.2kg/m^2^ (0 to +0.4) ([Table 7](#T0007){ref-type="table"}). The absolute effect of DSME on BMI was −0.62±0.22kg/m^2^ ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}).

The Effect of DSME on Other Clinical Parameters {#S0003-S2012}
-----------------------------------------------

The effect of DSME on albumin/creatinine ratio was assessed in one study,[@CIT0028] which showed a statistically significant difference between IG and CG. The change in IG was −2.45 and −0.24 in CG leading to an absolute effect of −2.21. Meanwhile, the effect of DSME on the CHD risk factor was assessed using Framingham and BNF risk score in one study (24 only) which showed a statistically significant reduction in patients with moderate risk in IG compared to those in CG.

Factors Influencing the Effect of DSME on Glycemic Control {#S0003-S2013}
----------------------------------------------------------

Although all laboratory data of HbA1c, FBG, and NFBG are important parameters to detect glycemic control, we based the assessment of factors influencing the effect of DSME on the glycemic control mainly on 2 parameters, HbA1c and FBG, because of the heterogeneity and the limited number of studies that assessed the effect of DSME on NFBG in which 2 of these studies[@CIT0022],[@CIT0026] assessed PPBG and one assessed RBG.[@CIT0031]

DSME can achieve a statistically significant effect on the glycemic control of patients in the IG compared to CG ([Tables 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} and [6](#T0006){ref-type="table"}). The overall improvement effect on glycemic control (FBG and HbA1c) is greatest in studies that enrolled DM patients with uncontrolled hyperglycemia \[HbA1c: −1.19±0.53% vs. −0.96±0.63%; FBG: −33.58±10.3mg/dL vs. −24.35±19.06mg/dL\] than those enrolled patients without regard to their glycemic control ([Table 8](#T0008){ref-type="table"}). Meanwhile, the improvement in HbA1c was more prominent in studies performed with small sample size than those with intermediate or large sample size \[−1.19±0.78% vs. −0.96±0.62% vs. −1.1±0.45%\], but the improvement of FBG was greatest with intermediate sample size studies and the least with small sample size studies \[−12.55±3.46mg/dL vs. −35.23±19.5mg/dL vs. −29.07±16.67mg/dL\].Table 8Factors Influencing the Effect of the DSME Program on Glycemic ControlFactorGlycosylated Hemoglobin (HbA1c)Percent Of Studies That Showed A Significant Difference in HbA1c Between IG And CGFasting Blood Glucose (FBG)Percent Of Studies That Showed A Significant Difference in FBG Between IG And CGNo. Of Included StudiesAbsolute Effect For All Included Studies In Percent (Range)No. Of Included StudiesAbsolute Effect For All Included Studies In mg/dL (Range)All enrolled patients12−1.05±0.58(−0.18 to −1.9)8/10(80%)7−26.99±16.73(−10.1 to −57.6)6/6(100%)Enrolled patientsUncontrolled hyperglycemia5−1.19±0.53(−0.51 to −1.9)2/3(66.67%)2−33.58±10.3(−26.3 to −40.86)1/1(100%)Without regard to glycemic control7−0.96±0.63(−0.18 to −1.9)6/7(85.2%)5−24.35±19.06(−10.1 to −57.6)5/5(100%)Sample sizeSmall3−1.19±0.78(−0.36 to −1.9)3(100%)2−12.55±3.46(−10.1 to −15)2(100%)Intermediate6−0.96±0.62(−0.18 to 1.9)2/4(50%)3−35.23±19.5(−21.79 to −57.6)2(100%)Large3−1.1±0.45 (−0.61 to −1.5)3/3 (100%)2−29.07±16.67 (−17.28 to −40.86)2 (100%)Frequency of DSME sessionsFew (less than 5 sessions)7−1.18±0.65 (−0.18 to −1.9)5/6 (83.33%)6−27.86±18.16 (−10.1 to −57.6)5/5 (100%)Many5−0.88±0.45(−0.36 to −1.43)3/4(75%)1−21.79±7.381/1(100%)Contact timeShort (less than 4 hrs)4−0.97±0.78(−0.18 to −1.9)2/4(50%)2−12.55±3.46(−10.1 to −15)2/2(100%)Long (more than 4 hrs)3−0.81±0.42(−0.36 to −1.2)3(100%)1−21.79±7.381/1(100%)Covered self-care topicsPoor (less than 4 topics)3−1.01±0.78(−0.51 to −1.9)1/2(50%)2−21.79±6.38(−17.28 to −26.3)1/1(100%)Good (4 topics or more)8−1.18±0.47(−0.36 to −1.9)7/7(100%)5−29.07±19.77(−10.1 to −57.6)5/5(100%)DSME providerPharmacist4−1.2±0.62(−0.51 to −1.9)2/3(66.67%)3−41.59±15.66(−26.3 to −57.6)2/2(100%)A single provider (non-pharmacist)4−1±0.76(−0.18 to −1.9)3/4(75%)3−14.13±3.67(−10.1 to −17.28)3/3(100%)Team3−1.16±0.29(−0.86 to −1.43)2/2(100%)1−21.79±7.381/1(100%)Mode of delivering DSMEIndividualized5−1.34±0.62(−0.51 to −1.9)3/4(75%)4−33.72±20.28(−10.1 to −57.6)3/3(100%)Group6−0.93±0.48(−0.18 to −1.43)4/5(80%)3−18.02±3.46(−15 to −21.79)3/3(100%)Combined1−0.361/1(100%)\-\--SupportSupported DSME10−1.16±0.55(−0.36 to −1.9)7/8(87.5%)6−27.86±18.16(−10.1 to −57.6)5/5(100%)Not supported DSME2−0.52±0.48(−0.18 to −0.86)1/2(50%)1−21.79±7.381/1(100%)Theory-basedTheory-based7−0.79±0.44(−0.18 to −1.43)5/6(83.33%)3−32.22±22.09(−17.28 to −57.6)3/3(100%)Non-theory-based5−1.42±0.57(−0.51 to −1.9)3/4(75%)4−23.07±13.67(−10.1 to −40.86)3/3(100%)Follow up periodShort5−1.48±0.44(−0.86 to −1.9)3/3(100%)4−18.3±7.17(−10.1 to −26.3)3/3(100%)Intermediate4−0.49±0.31(−0.18 to −0.9)2/4(50%)1−57.61/1(100%)Long3−1.1±0.45(−0.61 to −1.5)3/3(100%)2−29.07±16.67(−17.28 to −40.86)2/2(100%)Risk of biasStudies with fair quality (low risk of bias)5−0.99±0.71(−0.18 to −1.9)3/5(60%)3−24.25±15.53(−10.1 to −40.86)3/3(100%)Studies with poor quality (high risk of bias)7−1.1±0.525/5(100%)4−29.05±19.65(−15 to −57.6)3/3(100%)[^7]

According to the characteristics of the DSME program, the greatest improvement in glycemic control was reported in studies with few DSME sessions \[HbA1c: −1.18±0.65% vs. −0.88±0.45%; FBG: −27.86±18.16mg/dL vs. −21.79±7.38mg/dL\], in studies with good coverage of self-care topics \[HbA1c: −1.18±0.47% vs. −1.01±0.78%; FBG: −29.07±19.77mg/dL vs. −21.79±6.38mg/dL\], in studies that depend on a pharmacist for delivering DSME \[HbA1c: −1.2±0.62% vs −1±0.76% vs −1.16±0.29%; FBG: −41.59±15.66mg/dL vs −14.13±3.67mg/dL vs −21.79±7.38mg/dl\], in studies that deliver DSME in an individual basis \[HbA1c −1.34±0.62% vs −0.93±0.48% vs. −0.36%; FBG: −33.72±20.28mg/dL vs −18.02±3.46mg/dL\], and in studies that adopt face to face DSME supported by a written material and/or phone calls \[HbA1c: −1.16±0.55% vs −0.52±0.48%; FBG: −27.86±18.16mg/dL vs. −21.79±7.38mg/dL\]. On the other hand, DSME studies with short contact time were more effective to lower HbA1c \[−0.97±0.78% vs −0.81±0.42%\], but less effective to lower FBG than those with long contact time \[−12.55±3.46mg/dL vs −21.79±7.38mg/dL\]. Additionally, theory-based studies were more effective to improve FBG but less effective to improve HbA1c compared to non-theory-based DSME studies \[HbA1c: −0.79±0.44% vs −1.42±0.57%; FBG: −32.22±22.09mg/dL vs −23.07±13.67mg/dL\].

Based on the follow-up period as a variable, the effect to improve HbA1c was greatest by studies with short follow-up period, intermediate for studies with longer follow-up period and the least with intermediate follow-up period \[−1.48±0.44% vs −0.49±0.31% vs −1.1±0.45%\]. However, the improvement of FBG was highest with intermediate follow-up period studies and the least by those with short follow-up period \[−18.3±7.17mg/dL vs −57.6mg/dL vs −29.07±16.67mg/dL\].

Effect of DSME on Patients' Reported Outcomes {#S0003-S2014}
---------------------------------------------

Nine (75%) of the included studies[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] assessed the effect of DSME on at least one patient-reported outcome. The included studies assessed a wide variety of patient-reported outcomes with an average of 2.67 ±1.32 and a range of 1--5 outcomes ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Four (33.33%) studies[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0033] assessed less than 3 outcomes and 5 (41.67%) studies[@CIT0023],[@CIT0027],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032] assessed at least 3 patient-reported outcomes.

The effects of DSME on diabetes self-management (DSM) behavior and activities were assessed in 7 (58.33%) studies[@CIT0025],[@CIT0027]--[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] utilizing various questionnaires such as the summary of diabetes self-care activities (SDSCA),[@CIT0025],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] knowledge attitude and practice (KAP) questionnaire, [@CIT0028] and an author developed questionnaire.[@CIT0027] However, only 6 of these studies directly compare the effect of DSME on DSM behavior between patients in IG and CG in which five (83.33%) of them[@CIT0025],[@CIT0028]--[@CIT0030],[@CIT0033] showed a significant improvement of DSM behavior among patients in IG compared to those in CG. Meanwhile, 2 (33.33%) studies[@CIT0028],[@CIT0032] showed a significant improvement in overall DSM behavior score while the other 3 (50%) studies[@CIT0025],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030] showed only significant improvement in some of the DSM behaviors (eg, diet, medication consumption and self-monitoring of blood glucose). Only one study[@CIT0027] assessed the effect of DSME on the DSM behavior by comparing pre--post-intervention values. In that study, only patients in IG showed a significant improvement in DSME.

The other commonly assessed patient-reported outcomes include medication adherence which was assessed in 4 (33.33%) studies,[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0029] knowledge in 3 (25%) studies,[@CIT0023],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030] self-efficacy in 3 (25%) studies,[@CIT0027],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0032] attitudes towards diabetes in 3 (25%) studies,[@CIT0027],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0030] health beliefs in 2 (16.67%) studies,[@CIT0027],[@CIT0030] quality of life in 1 (8.33%) study,[@CIT0023] and outcome expectations in 1 (8.33%) study.[@CIT0032] All of these reported outcomes were significantly improved in IG after the DSME program. Anyhow, the exact effect of DSME on the patient-reported outcomes is difficult to be counted because of the small number of studies that assessed these outcomes, in addition to the heterogeneous nature of the assessment tools and methods of presenting the results. Details are given in [Table 9](#T0009){ref-type="table"}. Table 9The Effect of DSME on Different Patients' Reported OutcomesParameter (Patient-Reported Outcome)Study Reference NumberAssessment ToolOutcome (Result)Diabetes self-care behavior[@CIT0025]SDSCADiet, physical activity, SMBG but not foot care or smoking cessation were significantly improved after the DSME program in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0029]SDSCADiet and SMBG but not physical activity, foot care or smoking cessation were significantly improved after the DSME program in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0030]SDSCADiet, physical activity, foot care, and SMBG but not smoking cessation were significantly improved after the DSME program in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0032]SDSCAOverall self-care activities were significantly improved after the DSME program in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0033]SDSCAOverall self-care activities were improved in IG but the difference is not statistically significance by comparison between IG and CG[@CIT0027]The author developed new questionnaireOverall self-care practices were significantly improved after the DSME program in IG and not in CG[@CIT0028]Knowledge, attitude, and practice (KAP) questionnaireOverall self-care practices were significantly improved after the DSME program in IG as compared to CGMedication adherence[@CIT0023]Author developed questionnaireOverall medication adherence was significantly improved after the DSME program in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0026]Previously developed questionnaire (Cheri Ann Hernandez)The proportion of patients with favorable medication adherence was increased significantly after DSME in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0025]Morisky medication adherence questionnaire (4 items)The proportion of patients who reported medication non-adherence was decreased significantly after DSME in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0029]Morisky medication adherence questionnaire (8 items)The proportion of patients who reported medication non-adherence was decreased significantly after DSME in IG as compared to CGKnowledge[@CIT0023]Author-developed questionnaireThe proportion of patients who had poor knowledge was decreased only in IG[@CIT0028]KAP questionnaireOverall knowledge score was significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0030]A brief diabetes knowledge testOnly patients using oral anti-diabetic showed a significantly greater improvement in total knowledge score for patients in IG as compared to those in CGSelf-efficacy[@CIT0027]Author-developed questionnaireSelf-efficacy was significantly improved after DSME in IG but not in CG[@CIT0030]Diabetes empowerment scalePerceived self-efficacy was significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0032]Diabetes management self-efficacy scaleSelf-efficacy was significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CGAttitude towards diabetes[@CIT0027]Author-developed questionnaireThe overall attitude score was only significantly improved in IG[@CIT0028]KAPOverall attitude score was significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CG[@CIT0030]Diabetes care profileBoth positive and negative attitudes were significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CGHealth belief[@CIT0027]Author-developed questionnaireAll domains of health belief (perceived susceptibility, severity, benefits and barriers) were significantly improved only in IG (not in CG) after DSME[@CIT0030]Browns health beliefs instrumentOverall health belief score was significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CGQuality of life[@CIT0023]Short-form-26All domains of quality of life (pain, general and mental health, physical and social functioning, emotion and vitality) significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CGOutcome expectation[@CIT0032]Outcome expectancies questionnaireAn overall score was significantly improved after DSME in IG as compared to CG[^8]

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

The current systematic review showed that DSME can significantly improve glycemic control in at least 80% of the studies enrolled in T2DM patients who live in Middle East countries. Many other international review studies showed that HbA1c,[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035] FBG[@CIT0017] and NFBG[@CIT0036] were also significantly improved by DSME in most of the included studies.

This review showed that the absolute effect to improve HbA1c was 1.05%, which was higher than that reported in other systematic review studies (0.50--0.57%),[@CIT0036],[@CIT0037] while it was lower than that reported by a review for DSME studies among Chinese T2DM patients (1.19%).[@CIT0038] To confirm the current finding of high effectiveness of DSME program to improve glycemic control inT2DM patients in ME countries, we excluded all studies with poor quality and high risk of bias and the obtained results were also excellent, where 60% of the studies achieved a significant glycemic improvement in IG compared to CG; moreover, their absolute effect to reduce HbA1c is still high (0.99%). This improvement is consistent with the statement of the American Diabetes Association (ADA), which declared that DSME can improve HbA1c for T2DM patients by about 1%.[@CIT0039] So, it can be concluded that the effectiveness of DSME programs in improving glycemic control may be highly affected by the culture and characteristics of the enrolled patients. On the other hand, this review found that the absolute effect of DSME to improve NFBG is 44mg/dL; although no other review study showed an exact absolute effect of DSME on NFBG, this is somewhat a reasonable result since NFBG level can be reduced more than FBG level,[@CIT0040] which was reduced (as shown by the current review) by about 27mg/dL. This improvement in FBG is very close (−22.68mg/dL) to what has been shown in another review study of the DSME programs conducted in developed countries.[@CIT0017]

Regarding the factors influencing the effect of DSME on glycemic control, this review showed that the effect of DSME to improve glycemic control is greater for studies enrolling patients with uncontrolled hyperglycemia; this finding was similar to many other reviews.[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042] On the other hand, this review showed that small sample sized studies achieved the greatest improvement in HbA1c compared to large sample size studies. The current finding was inconsistent with that of Gary et al[@CIT0043] which found a greater improvement in HbA1c by larger sized studies. However, the current review agreed with Gary et al in that the least improvement in FBG can be achieved by small sample size studies. This controversy may result from the small number of included studies in the current review. Anyhow, whatever the difference is, it is obvious that DSME studies without regard to their sample size can still achieve significant improvement in glycemic control.[@CIT0043]

The characteristics of the DSME program can significantly influence its effect on glycemic control. In this regard, the greatest improvement of glycemic control was achieved by studies with good coverage of DSM topics. Similarly, Fan et al found that when the number of diabetes-related topics covered during DSME sessions was increased, the effect on the knowledge and metabolic control outcomes will be increased.[@CIT0020]

Regarding the DSME sessions, the greatest effect to improve glycemic control was achieved by studies with few DSME sessions and short contact time. This finding was not in tune with many other reviews and meta-analyses;[@CIT0020],[@CIT0044] however, Ricci-Cabello and colleagues showed no statistically significant differences for the total duration of the intervention, the number of sessions included the duration of each session, the total number of hours of intervention or its intensity (number of hours per month).[@CIT0045] Meanwhile, a study conducted in 2017 to explore T2DM patients' preference for DSME showed that patients prefer to be educated through fewer sessions and short periods of time.[@CIT0046] This collectively indicates that the content of the educational sessions and how they are delivered to patients\' need appear to be more important than the number and duration of the educational sessions.[@CIT0047]

For DSME providers, the greatest improvement in glycemic control was achieved when the pharmacist is the provider; this was consistent with a meta-analysis study which showed that the individual-based DSME can achieve greater glycemic improvement than team-based one.[@CIT0042] Furthermore, pharmacist-led DSME was better than other DSME single providers such as dietitian, nurse or diabetes educator, because of the role of the pharmacist to solve medication-related errors and enhance medication adherence.[@CIT0048]

This review also showed that the DSME studies delivered to T2DM patients on an individual basis were more effective to improve glycemic control than group-based DSME. However, the literature showed some controversy about this subject where one review found a greater benefit by the group-based DSME;[@CIT0049] meanwhile, other reviews found that individual-based DSME is the best.[@CIT0037],[@CIT0045] The greater effectiveness of the individual-based over group-based DSME to T2DM patients who live in ME countries may be somewhat reasonable since many limitations accompanied the group-based DSME in developing countries such as being delivered in a familiar local language and must be sensitive to the cultural issues of the population.[@CIT0017]

Supported DSME programs were shown to be more effective than non-supported DSME in improving glycemic control. Pillay and colleagues found that supporting the DSME program can result in a greater benefit, especially for programs with less than 10 hrs of contact time.[@CIT0050] Another study showed that supporting DSME with a phone call or written material can increase patient satisfaction and understanding which ultimately can result in better glycemic control.[@CIT0044]

One of the findings of the current review is that theory-based DSME was less effective to improve glycemic control than non-theory-based studies. This was in contrast to the already known that DSME should be theory-based to become more effective.[@CIT0051] However, there was no evidence about which theory-based intervention is the most effective.[@CIT0052] This means that choosing a non-suitable theory for DSME can result in a paradoxical lower benefit. Anyhow, the current review showed that the highest effect in theory-based DSME was achieved by studies adopting health-belief theory.

Regarding the effect of DSME on lipid profile, the present study showed that most DSME studies (60--80%) can significantly improve T-Chol, HDL-C, and TG of patients in IG compared to those in CG. Similarly, 75% of the studies included in a recent systematic review showed a significant improvement in lipid profile.[@CIT0034] On the other hand, this review showed that the absolute effect of DSME on T-Chol, LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG was −23.31mg/dL, −17.74mg/dL, +2.78mg/dL, and −38.16mg/dL, respectively. Another review study showed a slightly lower absolute effect of DSME on T-Chol, LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG (−5.81mg/dL, −2.96mg/dL, 5.99mg/dL, and −37.73mg/dL).[@CIT0053] This difference may be acceptable since there is some evidence that the effect of DSME on lipid profiles can vary in different regions of the world.[@CIT0054]

The current review showed that only a few studies (25% and 50%) can significantly improve SBP and DBP, respectively. Meanwhile, the effect of DSME to lower SBP was less than that of DBP (−2 vs −4.5mmHg). Similarly, a meta-analysis for DSME studies conducted in developed countries between 1990 and 2006 found that the effect of DSME on DBP is greater than that produced on SBP.[@CIT0020]

The results of this review showed that DSME can effectively reduce BMI (−0.62 kg/m^2^), this effect was significant in 66.67% of the included studies. Meanwhile, patients of only one study showed non-significant benefit of DSME on BMI were found not educated about doing physical activity. Other studies found a great link between physical activity and weight loss.[@CIT0055],[@CIT0056] The current findings are consistent with that of a recent systematic review showing that nearly half of the included studies reported a significant BMI improvement with an effect of up to −0.7kg/m2.[@CIT0057]

Although most of the included studies in this review had a short period of follow-up, some studies examined the effect of DSME to reduce the risk of diabetes complications such as nephropathy and cardiac diseases and reported a significant effect to reduce these risks. Similar findings were obtained by other studies.[@CIT0054],[@CIT0058]

For DSM behaviors and activity, this review showed that DSME can effectively and significantly improve most DSM behaviors in 83.33% of the included studies; similarly, 90% of theory-based DSME studies showed improvement in overall or some DSM behaviors.[@CIT0052] Anyhow, the current review found that DSME programs have limited benefits to improve some behaviors especially smoking cessation and foot care. A similar finding was obtained by other reviews regarding the non-significant effect of DSME to improve foot care[@CIT0059] and smoking cessation.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0042] This finding may be acceptable since smoking is highly addictive practice and guidelines usually recommend a combination of behavioral therapy with medications to aid smoking cessation.[@CIT0060]

Although few studies assessed other patients' reported outcomes such as medication adherence, knowledge, self-efficacy, attitude toward diabetes, health belief, quality of life and outcome expectations, the results of the current study showed a significant improvement in all of these outcomes. Similarly, a systematic review related to pharmacist-led DSME studies also showed a significant improvement in medication adherence, quality of life, and diabetes knowledge after DSME.[@CIT0042] On the other hand, other reviews showed a significant effect of theory-based DSME to improve self-efficacy.[@CIT0052]

There are many limitations to this review that should be mentioned. Firstly, it includes a small number of studies with the majority of them conducted in Iran. So, it may be inaccurate to generalize the results of this review to patients living in other Middle East countries. Secondly, most of the included studies have poor quality and a high risk of bias. However, these limitations are acceptable since few studies were conducted in the ME region. Therefore, performing other future reviews is highly recommended to support the findings of the current study.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

DSME programs are highly effective to improve glycemic control, lipid profile and BMI, while modestly effective to improve BP. Thus, they can reduce the risks of developing diabetes complications. Patient diabetes knowledge, DSM behaviors, adherence to medications, self-efficacy, and quality of life also can be significantly improved by DSME. DSME delivered by the pharmacist to each patient individually through no more than 4 educational sessions supported by written material and/or phone calls can result in the greatest improvement in glycemic control.
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[^1]: **Notes:** \*Based on sample size calculation. ^\$1^The average for only studies that declared their DSME contents. ^\$2^The average for only studies that assessed patient-reported outcomes.

    **Abbreviations:** T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; RCT, randomized controlled clinical trial; RDBCL, randomized double-blind controlled clinical trial; QET, quasi-experimental trial; QRT, quasi-randomized trial; HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; T-chol, total cholesterol; LDL-c, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; ACR, albumin to creatinine ratio; DSM, diabetes self-management; ORR, overall retention rate.

[^2]: **Notes:** \*Significant difference between pre- and post-intervention in the same group. \*^\#^ Non-significant difference between pre- and post-intervention in the same group. \*\*Significantly different effect between IG and CG. \*\*^\#^Non-significantly different effect between IG and CG. ^\$^No statistical comparison or no data about significance. ^\^^Mean for 11 studies only (studies with data about the change in HbA1c value).

[^3]: **Abbreviations:** HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; FBG, fasting blood glucose; NFBG, non-fasting blood glucose; T-Chol, total cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; ACR, albumin to creatinine ratio; IGm, intervention group; CG, control group.

[^4]: **Notes:** \*Significant difference between pre- and post-intervention in the same group. \*^\#^Nonsignificant difference between pre- and post-intervention in the same group. \*\*Significantly different effect between IG and CG. ^\$^No statistical comparison.

[^5]: **Notes:** \*\*Significantly different effect between IG and CG. \*\*^\#^Nonsignificantly different effect between IG and CG. ^\$^No statistical comparison or no data about significance. ^!^A significant difference between IG and CG at baseline level. ^&^The mean for 4 values only.

[^6]: **Notes:** \*Significant difference between pre- and post-intervention in the same group. \*^\#^Nonsignificant difference between pre- and post-intervention in the same group. \*\*Significantly different effect between IG and CG. \*\*^\#^Nonsignificantly different effect between IG and CG. ^\$^No statistical comparison or no data about significance. ^!^Significant difference between IG and CG at the baseline level.

[^7]: **Note:** Range is not stated in case if only one study was included in the analysis.

[^8]: **Abbreviations:** SDSCA, summary of diabetes self-care activities; IC, intervention group; CG, control group.
